
Mental health values worksheet

What are the theories behind this Mental health values
worksheet?

Two of the prominent theories of values are given by Kohn and Rokeach. Basically, values are
‘internalized social representations or moral beliefs’ that form the basis of our actions.

They predict our thoughts, feelings and behavior both as individuals and part of groups. Much of
our everyday life is influenced by our value judgments, and preferences. It also influences our
decision making abilities.

How will the worksheet help?

This worksheet will help a client identify their values so that they can realize what is important
for them to achieve in this life. It can help them direct their behavior in line with their values and
motivate them to change any maladaptive behavior that goes against their values.

How to use the worksheet?
The worksheet can be used in the initial sessions to gather vital information about the values of
your client, which can be used for setting treatment goals. Moreover, it can help improve
decision making skills about important areas of life, such as work, relationships etc. in the
context of those values.
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Mental health values worksheet

Rate the importance of each of these values in your life using a scale of 1 – 10. This is not an exhaustive list. You can write any other that you feel are
missing.
Cooperation Curiosity An exciting life Self-control

List down your top 10 values

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Leadership Freedom Imagination Bravery

Friendship Adaptability Equality Cleanliness

Competence Poise Persistence Patience

A comfortable life Cautiousness Wisdom Modesty

Creativity Intellect Honesty Wellbeing of my family

Love Rationality Sociability Independence

Toughness Achievement Optimism Liveliness

Kindness Helpfulness Loyalty Organization

Empathy Growth Gratitude Self-respect

Motivation Influence Wealth Generosity

Justice Security Status Community

Social Connection Perseverance Respect Open-Mindedness

Spirituality Recognition Citizenship Discipline

Responsibility Fun Authenticity Likeability

Caring Fairness Practicality Balance
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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